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I would firstly like welcome your new clerk and members to STC and which them every success in 

these roles. Good luck. 

The two biggest issues by far at the moment are the proposal for Cambridge congestion charging 

and the threat to bus routes for Soham and other areas. 

The congestion charge of £5 per day for entrance to Cambridge is proposed by The Greater 

Cambridge Partnership as part of their consultation. I believe that this is not the best way forward 

and also that this is something for the whole of the county to have a say on not just those that reside 

within the City. Much debate will continue on this but it should be noted that the final decision on 

this is a CCC one and not a GPC one. Politicians from all parties are pondering what this means as 

GPC is almost entirely a Labour and Liberal Democrat run entity, and yet whilst the conservatives are 

against it, the outlying members of these two GPC ruling parties appear to be finding it difficult to 

take a position.  

I can not see how charging a hospital porter at Addenbrookes £25 a week to come in a car is 

anything other a tax on workers. We all want a cleaner and better run city environment but this is 

not the way to achieve it and I stand against congestion charging. 

As for Bus routes as I write I am seeking confirmation of the fact that the No 12 Soham bus service is 

saved. I have been told that Stephenson Bus Company will take over the route from Newmarket to 

Ely through Soham but finer details I still await. SO I can not announce this but hope and pray it be 

so. 

At CCC last week my group proposed to take funds from the post pandemic fund now earmarked for 

nothing, to the Mayor to increase his chances of bus route survival. If Soham loses the 12 bus people 

from Downfields and The Shade won’t travel to central Soham and spend money in bars and café’s, 

shops and suppliers. The local economy would be greatly impacted. Secondly our children will 

struggle to reach 6th form colleges in Ely, as people will struggle to access jobs in Newmarket and 

Ely. Social isolation at this post pandemic time would be a disaster for our community and I just hope 

that the Mayor gets this right and fixes the bus transport for a good while hence. As you can see our 

group dropped all politics and put forward the proposal to support the Mayor with £1.7m of funds 

from CCC but this was voted down by the administration 8-7. They preferred to await the outcome 

of the Mayors forced emergency review due for publication on 19th, just 11 days before the services 

are due to cease. 

On other matters at CCC inflationary issues are impacting the projects such as Soham Solar Farm 

with budgets increasing to cope. There is a review on going as to whether Adult Social Care and 

Health should be in the same committee, something we have argued all along as devaluing Health 

and post pandemic as well. Finally we have seen the latest business plan from This Land. Always 

timpical at this council they have a bright and financially rewarding forecast, along with the 

continued debt. I urge all interested to look at this business plan because it projects the income for 

the CCC that it will need to provide the services it has to provide. 

Locally, we have a few areas of land owned by This Land. Some at Soham North around the BP 

Garage, but the main section at the Eastern Gateway where circa 550 homes are planned. These 

would come along with a new GP surgery to serve Soham and surrounding areas. I have seen and 

heard from protesters of the feelings against this development, and note their concerns for the 

commons. I can also see the county wide need for new homes and the district numbers that have to 



be built. The development itself, from my latest viewing, fails on one area for me. I do NOT like the 

fact that a road access to the town has not been established. As now an Isleham resident Is suspect 

that should this come to fruition then I would access the surgery via the new estate and not through 

the town. If other outlying users do the same then less vehicular use would be seen in Brewhouse 

Lane than of current.  

There are some that don’t wish to see any house building in our town but I can tell you from 

personal experience as my daughter has fought hard to secure one of the new builds in Soham, 

houses are needed. Of those build to date you will struggle to find any sitting empty because they 

have no demand. This is an awkward, and often NIMBY argument, and one that East Cambs planning 

team will have to determine when the time is right. 

I note with further interest that the plots of land at Soham North have been granted permission by 

CCC for This Land to now dispose of and not self develop. We have heard whisper of McDonalds, 

Lidl, Costs Coffee and more but it would appear that This Land will now stick to house building  and 

not develop all or some of these themselves. I guess we have to wait now to find out what will 

happen. 

The LHI bid for double yellow lines at The Shade and entrance to Cyprian Rust Way has completed 

the public consultation phase. There were 5 responses, including 1 for, 1 from Yorkshire and 3 

against. One against stated that he needed to park his works vehicle outside his house because it is 

big and he needs to go out at short notice. Whilst I feel sorry for those is such positions the general 

safety of pedestrians and road users has to out stretch the concerns of such residents. Each of these 

properties is allocated 2 car parking spaces I understand, but it simply appears easier to park on the 

main road, thus making The Shade almost a 1 way traffic zone. These lines should be seen this side 

of Xmas whilst I still expect to see some more resistance to them, they remain the right thing to do 

for all concerned. 

This LHI does highlight other matters that need addressing though. Developers presented solutions 

showing two car slots per home but the practicality of these working 100% seem seldom tested. IE is 

there enough room for all properties to park two vehicles in the allocated slots? I feel that the 

planning needs must change. On Cyprian Rust way we have already had the issue whereby the fire 

brigade could NOT navigate to the place of the fire due to inconsiderate parking on narrow streets. 

The answer to this lays with planning legislation in my opinion but the management of it with local 

residents. 

On other matters I have helped residents in the last two months overturn planning issues, pay their 

council tax when non-computer or smart phone users, and I have driven Local Highways to address 

road and path matters. I have supported neighbours in dispute over tree growth and I have attended 

various District and County meetings. I have had the tree officer out to see the ridiculous results of 

an unwarranted tree preservation order adjacent a residents property. Just this morning I chased up 

an issue on Teal Avenue for a manhole cover that is noisy for traffic to drive on and this upsetting 

the neighbourhood. 

I remain available to support this council and anyone in the ward should they need it. 

Kind regards 

Mark B Goldsack 

Cambridgeshire County Council Member Soham North & Isleham 


